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About This Game

Attention shoppers! The sequel to everyone’s favorite sexy scavenger hunt game is here! Can you save a dying mall by making a
pin-up calendar? Explore a dying mall and interact with a quirky cast of character as you once again set out to save the world

with the power of pin-up photography!
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Features

Explore a sprawling, dying mall.

Meet a cast of goofy characters.

10 beautiful pin-up illustrations drawn by the very talented Raf.

Soundtrack consisting of remixed mall muzak.

Minigames galore!

This is a rather short game that will roughly take an hour to complete. Please keep that in mind before you buy.
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Gevaudan is another low effort page hunting game this time with lamp posts instead of pages and a werewolf instead of a
knockoff slenderman. The game's main enemy is buggy and can make line of sight with you through terrain creating a lot of
cheap deaths and wasting a lot of time. The edges of the map are not finished and as such you can simply walk off the edge of
the earth
TLDR :Another low effort slenderlike

See for yourself:https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4lQ9HReHC7k
. Watching this games development on PS4 was amazing and I am glad that this game is out on PC instantly bought it with the
Terry DLC Akira has done a great job on this fighter. I definitely recommend this game for any fight game enthusiast, it feels
like a better simplified version of SF V tbh and i have over 500 hours in that game and would rather devote those hours to this
game now,. This is a tough one.
The game is obviously unfinished, the intro screen doesnt scale in window mode, menu items are broken, a lot of levels needed
to be play tested and tweaked for being ludicrously easy, and the game seems to lose interest in offering any kind of challenge
towards the end. So its kind of a mess. Even at its cheap price Id wait for a sale.

but as a proof of concept, and a way to burn off two or three hours, it does work, and for the sale price I paid I got enough out
of it to not at all regret the purchase. Its not just basic maths, numbers get concatinated, individual digits get manipulated, and
contrary to some of the reviews I thought it introduced the concepts quite well, giving you levels obviously designed to
demonstrate the new functionality.

So, yeah, some really shoddy stuff going on here, but for 39 pence, and those high points where it really could make you go
'Aha!' it just about scrapes a recommend, even if only in the hope that the developer does more with the idea, or at least polishes
this up.. I'm just glad Styx 2 is coming out soon so I can pay these devs for thier awsome products. The fact that I get this for
free is epic, caring moar about your fans than money is rare these days.. Old school top down shooter with some clever new
ideas. Control ship speed to control the range of your shots\/bombs, interesting level completion benchmarks, unique upgrade
path system, etc.

It begins relatively simple, but I very quickly began to see the complex interactions between the different weapons on the ships,
and how difficult they can make your life. Some of the setups forced me into a hit and run mechanic that pitted me against the
clock, as you only get so many runs before they reach earth. My only complaint is that on a rare occasion I would be pushed to
the edge of the map and pinned there, which isn't much fun in a game that is otherwise about non stop shooting action. But, each
level is hand crafted in a way that forced me to approach it with a fresh strategy, and that kept me coming back for more
punishment.

Overall it's a good challenge with some fresh mechanics, well worth the price of admission..
THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IS NICE FOR 0,55
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3 new extremely detailed maps, with a lot of new stuff such as the torch, it was a great add to the game mechanics leading the
coop to a new level, please more maps with torch! New traps and a lot of paths to the same objective.

The price on my region is very fair. THANKS Devs.

P.S.: Owning this DLC will let you invite friends to play with you even if they do not own the DLC!. Will someone make a good
football game for the pc!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Wow !! Thank you Reiza ...
Very good and beautiful cars .... 10 hours of gameplay for another guilt trip that the Holocaust was bad. Dont waste your time
with this.

The soundtrack is good and the gameplay is alright but this is just an overdone trope.. Another gem of a DLC, been waiting long
time for it. It was great finally play as the Russians, some great maps and expect have to use different play style to all the others.

I would recommend buy it don't read reviews!
. If you play King of the Hill or other gamemodes that are entirely reliant on content found in the "base" game, then this will
give you an advantage by letting you use the "meta" guns such as the Navid (which the base game stamina model sadly tolerates)
without those pop-up ads. If you do not play those gamemodes and are willing and\/or able to use mods, then there is no reason
to purchase this unless you really like some of the weapons. I enjoyed the MAR-10 for a little back when I was new to the game
but it quickly faded away for me once I found equivalent weapons in other mods - and even moreso when I learned how to mod
myself.

I got my ten dollars' worth, but whether you will is entirely up to what gamemodes you play and whether these weapons will give
you an edge.. 7.5\/10. Genuinely sharp writing in a medium that so often lacks it and good use of the medium's choice based
nature elevate a polished, entertaining experience that ultimately lacks any greater themes.

Void is a thriller VN. I don't know that I've played any other VNs quite like it, but if you've ever read a Robert Ludlum novel,
this slots pretty easily into that category. Morally dubious characters running around murdering people while taking time off and
having fun.

The story structure is good; the VN uses choices to good effect. And the writing is very slick. Unfortunately it also carries some
of the flaws of its genre, like unrealistic ability - the "heroes" are almost never in any real danger. At one point the MC says "I
could hear 5, no 8 people coming my way." He's apparently a bat with sonar capabilities.

Really the biggest "issue" I see with this is that there's no real theme behind the story here. CyberRebeat, Enigma, The Silver
Case, and many others--they're all saying something. And even in cases where a VN isn't necessarily saying something, it usually
has some clear themes (like G-Senjou for example). This one doesn't. It's just...stuff happening.

And that's okay. Not every story needs to have a moral. It simply means there's not much to get out of it but pure entertainment. I
had popcorn before writing this review. It's not filling, but sometimes it's just nice to have.. Extremly Awsome...Good Gameplay and
stuffs. This is a case where I wish Steam reviews weren't binary "recommended" or "not recommended" decisions. This game falls
somewhere in the middle for me but I'm gonna round down. It's not a bad game in any sense that it's buggy or has real "issues"
(although I read online coop is broken, haven't tried it). But it's really short and the puzzles just aren't really challenging at all. I
played local coop with 3 others of varying "gaming" skills and we still breezed through it without scratching our heads but maybe
once. And the script is annoyingly un-funny as well. If it's less than $5 then maybe give it a shot but otherwise don't waste your
money.. This game is super fun beat'em up game and very very enjoyable
I finished it playing mike and I will play it again in dorian
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
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